Ten years ago, Mallat and Zhang proposed the Matching Pursuit algorithm : since then, the dictionary approach to signal processing has been a very active field. In this paper, we try to give an overview of a series of recent results in the field of sparse decompositions and nonlinear approximation with redundant dictionaries. We discuss sufficient conditions on a decomposition to be the unique and simultaneous sparsest expansion for all , ¼ ½. In particular, we prove that any decomposition has this nice property if the number of its nonzero coefficients does not exceed a quantity which we call the spread of the dictionary. After a brief discussion of the interplay between sparse decompositions and nonlinear approximation with various families of algorithms, we review several recent results that provide sufficient conditions for the Matching Pursuit, Orthonormal Matching Pursuit, and Basis Pursuit algorithms to have good recovery properties. The most general conditions are not straightforward to check, but weaker estimates based on the notions of coherence of the dictionary are recalled, and we discuss how these results can be applied to approximation and sparse decompositions with highly redundant incoherent dictionaries built by taking the union of several orthonormal bases. Eventually, based on Bernstein inequalities, we discuss how much approximation power can be gained by replacing a single basis with such redundant dictionaries.
INTRODUCTION
In many signal and image processing applications, it is desirable to find a representation where the data is "sparse" [1] : replacing the original data with a sparse approximation can decrease substantially the processing cost. Early data representations were based on orthogonal linear transforms, but natural images and sounds contain superimposed features of very different nature (edges vs texture, transients vs stationary parts, . . . ) that do not necessary have a sparse representation in a single basis. Ten years ago, Mallat and Zhang [2] proposed to look for sparse representations using redundant dictionaries and introduced the Matching Pursuit algorithm : since then, the dictionary approach to sparse decompositions and nonlinear approximation has become more and more popular.
In a Hilbert space À of finite or infinite dimension, a dictionary is any family of unit vectors (called atoms) that spans (a dense subspace of) the entire space. Nonlinear approximation consists in approximating a vector ¾ À with Ñ-term approximants of the form Ñ ¾ÁÑ where card´Á Ñ µ Ñ (1) and the error of best Ñ-term approximation is defined as
where the infimum is taken over all possible choices of coefficients and index sets Á Ñ with card´Á Ñ µ Ñ. When is an orthonormal basis for À, it is well known how to get the best Ñ-term approximant to any : the solution is to keep the Ñ atoms of the basis which have the largest inner products with . Moreover, in infinite dimension, the class «´ µ of vectors that can be approximated at a given rate Ñ´ µ Ç´Ñ « µ is known to coincide (up to some technicalities [3, 4] (6) then is the unique and simultaneous solution to all minimization problems, i.e.
´ µ ¼ ½
An immediate and very nice consequence is that for with a "sparse enough" representation, linear programming provides simultaneously the solution ½´ µ to all the highly nonlinear optimization problems ¼ ½.
For arbitrary redundant dictionaries, the interplay between the rate of best Ñ-term approximation and the sparseness of the expansions È is not as clear as in the case of a single orthonormal basis, and getting the best Ñ-term approximation from an arbitrary redundant dictionary is a NP-hard problem [9] . In Section 3 we discuss some relations between the sparseness of the expansions of in and the rate of approximation of with various families of algorithms.
Several sub-optimal algorithms have been introduced such as Basis Pursuit [10] , Matching Pursuit [2] , and variants thereof [11] to compute sparse decompositions or nonlinear approximations of signals with redundant dictionaries. In the last few years, many efforts have been put into understanding what structure should be imposed on (for a given dictionary), or on the dictionary itself, so that "good" approximants can be obtained with such algorithms [7, 8, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . In Section 5 we give a survey of a series of recent results that guarantee that some of these algorithms recover the "good" decompositions.
The most general exact recovery conditions expressed in Sections 2 and 4 are not straightforward to check. In Section 5 we recall weaker conditions that are based on estimates of the spread and the spark of (see Section 2) from its coherence (see Eq. (5)). We conclude by showing examples of highly redundant incoherent dictionaries where the results presented in this paper can be applied to perform nonlinear approximation and get sparse decompositions, and we discuss how much approximation power can be gained by replacing a single basis with such redundant dictionaries.
UNIQUENESS OF SPARSE EXPANSIONS, ¼ ½
In this section we review some conditions on and such that the minimization problem minimize subject to (7) admits a unique solution, i.e. the sparse expansion ´ µ given by Eq. (4) is unique. We also discuss some conditions so that this unique ´ µ does not depend on ¼ ½.
Definitions
We will us extensively the following definitions. 
Because ´ µ decreases with , the maximal value ¼´ µ (which is called the spark of in [7] ) and the minimal one ½´ µ (which we call the spread of , because it measures how much the sequences from the kernel of can spread -or how "flat" they can be-in the ½ sense) will play a special role.
General results
In [8] we proved the following Lemma by refining ideas from [12, 13] 
Simplified results
Because the computation of È ´Á µ is not straightforward, it may not be easy to check conditions (10) or (11) . In particular, it is not known if È ´Á µ varies monotonically with or not : if it were the case, the condition (11) would be simplified to Ñ Ü´È ¼´Á µ È ½´Á µµ ½ ¾. In [8] we provided an upper estimate of È ¼´Á µ in terms of ¼´ µ, which is easily generalized here to any ¼ ½:
It follows that we have : then the unique and simultaneous solution to all problems Eq. (7) is ´ µ ¼ ½ Corollary 4 shows that if has a "sparse enough" representation, then it does not matter which criterion is used to define sparseness. As a consequence, we can use the ½ criterion, which shows that this very sparse representation can be recovered using linear programming. In practice, given , one does not know in advance whether has a sparse enough representation. Nevertheless, linear programming provides a minimizer ½´ µ, and it is possible to check whether ½´ µ is sparse enough. When the answer is positive, we know that it is the ½ minimizer as well as the minimizer for ¼ ½.
In such a case, it is particularly interesting to notice that linear programming has retrieved in polynomial time the optimum of the ¼ criterion, which usually requires a combinatorial search.
How sparse should be the "sparse enough" representation so that the nice consequences of Corollary 4 hold, this depends on the value of the spread ½´ µ. The following result [7, 8] We refer the reader to [8] for a proof. Notice that when ¼´ µ is odd,´ ¼´ µ · ½ µ ¾ is the smallest integer value that exceeds ¼´ µ ¾. Hence, if some algorithm provides a representation of with card´Á´ µµ ¼´ µ ¾, we cannot draw conclusions about from the sole knowledge of card´Á´ µµ. In Section 5 we will see that, for dictionaries that are the union of orthonormal bases, there are sufficient conditions that ensure È ¼´Á µ ½ ¾ (resp. È ½´Á µ ½ ¾) and are less restrictive than card´Áµ ¼´ µ (resp. card´Áµ
¼´ µ).
Below is the coarsest but perhaps most general lower estimate on the spread ½´ µ, which is based on the coherence of (see Eq. (5)). The estimate coincides with the lower estimate on the spark ¼´ µ obtained simultaneously in [7] and [8] . Its combination with Corollary 4 proves Theorem 1.1 which extends the results from [7, 8] 
£
In this section we have focused on general conditions on such that it solves simultaneously and uniquely Eq. (7) for all ¼ ½. In Section 4 we will discuss other general conditions that ensure exact recovery of a sparse expansion through linear programming, and we will see that a similar recovery can be obtained with several variants of Matching Pursuit instead of linear programming. The general conditions obtained in this section and in Section 4 are not straightforward to check on a given expansion, and in Section 5 we will see how to compute effectively verifiable sufficient conditions, based on the notion of coherence (see Eq. (5)).
SPARSE DECOMPOSITIONS AND NONLINEAR APPROXIMATION
For each , the sparse representations ´ µ exist (but are not always unique) for every in the sparseness class À ´ µ.
When is an orthonormal basis in infinite dimension, we have already mentioned that these sparseness classes actually coincide with approximation classes. Precisely, if we define the norm 
When is a Riesz basis, but not necessarily orthonormal, we still have «´ µ À ´ µ with equivalent norms [20] . The thresholding strategy no longer provides the best Ñ-term approximants, but is not far from it [21] . In fact, it reaches the optimum rate of approximation : we have «´ µ Ì «´ µ with equivalent norms, where Ì «´ µ is a new thresholding approximation class defined similarly to «´ µ [20] by replacing, in Eq. (16), Ñ´ µ with Ñ , Ñ being obtained through the thresholding strategy.
When is redundant, it is possible to generalize the notion of thresholding approximation class [5] . Without going into the details, in the first step of the thresholding strategy, several representations of are possible: the thresholding approximation class is based on the one which provides the highest rate of approximation (not necessarily the sparsest expansion). It is not known in general whether «´ µ Ì «´ µ À ´ µ with equivalent norms, but as soon as is a frame Ý we have [4, 5] is known for some special redundant dictionaries [23, 24] . Bernstein inequalities are generally hard to prove, and it is still an open problem to characterize the class of dictionaries for which «´ µ À ´ µ.
For a given , assuming we know that ¾ À ´ µ, a practical version of the thresholding strategy consists in thresholding a sparsest representation ´ µ computed by some optimization algorithm. In general, as the value of is not known in advance, it is difficult to choose which criterion should be optimized. However we have seen in Section 2 that for elements that have "sparse enough" representations, ´ µ ½´ µ does not depend on and can be computed using linear programming.
EXACT RECOVERY WITH SOME ALGORITHMS
Computing best Ñ-term approximant from an arbitrary redundant dictionary is a NP-hard problem [9] , and several algorithms have been proposed to get sub-optimal approximants. In this section we recall the definition of the main algorithms and discuss some of their essential properties. In particular we review a series of recent results on exact recovery conditions that indicate some cases where these algorithms are (close to being) optimal. In the next section we will discuss how these exact recovery conditions can be checked on specially structured dictionaries that may be highly redundant.
Basis Pursuit
Basis Pursuit (BP) [10] is a principle rather than an algorithm. It consists in computing the sparsest representation of from based on the ½ sparseness criterion. The implementations proposed in [10] combine recent methods of linear programming with ad hoc fast transforms based on the structure of the dictionary to speed up the computations as much as possible, but the computational complexity remains quite large and the implementation with poorly structured dictionaries is tricky. Recent approaches based on Minimum Fuel Neural Networks seem a promising direction [25] . A variant is Basis Pursuit Denoising (BPD) which uses quadratic programming to compute
When the dictionary is a union of orthonormal bases (which may have common elements), the Block Coordinate Relaxation method [26] seems a good strategy to perform the optimization.
Many numerical experiments on synthetic data [10] have lead to the observation that if happens to have a very sparse expansion in and if is well structured, then the sparse expansion is perfectly recovered through BP. The observation was turned into a series of proved theorems, first when is the union of two mutually incoherent bases [12] [13] [14] , then for the union of several mutually incoherent bases and for more general (quasi)incoherent dictionaries [7, 8, 15, 17] .
One of the most general and most subtle results in this series is perhaps the following Theorem obtained by Fuchs [15] . Proc. of SPIE Vol. 5207 221
Matching Pursuit and its variants
Matching Pursuit (MP) [2] is an iterative greedy algorithm that builds Ñ-term approximants Ñ and residuals Ö Ñ Ñ by adding one term at a time in the approximant. At the beginning we set ¼ ¼ and Ö ¼ ; assuming Ñ ½ and Ö Ñ ½ are defined, we set
Ö Ñ Ñ (27) MP is also known as Projection Pursuit in the statistics community [27, 28] and as a Pure Greedy Algorithm [29] in the approximation community. In infinite dimension, it might not be possible to attain the maximum in Eq. (25) so "weak" variants are possible where we only require
Both plain MP and its weak variants are known to converge [30] , i.e. Ñ ¼, as soon as the dictionary spans (a dense subspace of) the entire space À. In finite dimension, the convergence is even exponential [2] but there is in general no control on the convergence rate compared to best Ñ-term approximation.
Orthonormal Matching Pursuit (OMP) [11] is a variant of MP where the update step given by Eq. (26) is replaced with Ñ È Ñ (29) where È Ñ is the orthonormal projector onto the linear span of ½ Ñ . Just as plain MP, Orthonormal Matching Pursuit is convergent [29] .
Several counter-example have been built that show that, in infinite dimension, it is possible to find "bad" dictionaries and "good" functions for which MP provides "bad" approximants. In [4] a dictionary is built where for some special . Such counter-examples illustrate the need for conditions on and/or to ensure a good behaviour of MP. The first positive result in this direction was obtained when Villemoes [32] proved that for Walsh wavelet packets, MP on "good functions" ( · any sum of any two wavelet packets) picked up one of the two "correct" wavelet packets at each step and was exponentially convergent with Ñ ¾ ´¿ µ Ñ ¾ .
Nothing much happened in this direction until Tropp proved that the Exact Recovery Condition given by Eq. (23) is not only sufficient for BP to exactly recover an expansion, it also works for OMP, and it is a sharp condition. The result was then extended [18] to plain MP as follows. Note that, when Theorem 4.4 is applied to the Walsh wavelet packet dictionary and ½ ½ · ¾ ¾ , we recover the result of Villemoes [32] . (26)- (29) and Ö Ñ ¾ À Á , hence the first part of the result : Ñ ½ Ñ ¾ Á. The second part is almost trivial: for OMP, each index ¾ Á can be chosen only once because the residuals Ö Ñ are orthogonal to the atoms selected at previous steps; for MP, we simply notice that the pursuit is performed in the finite dimensional space À Á , hence the exponential convergence [2] .
As noted by Tropp, a similar exact recovery condition ×ÙÔ ¾Á Ì Ý Ñ is better conditioned in the sense that Á Ñ satisfies Eq. (30) . In this case, Tropp [17] proved that OMP will pick up "correct" atoms until it reaches a good enough approximant. MP [18] as well as other combinations of variants of MP [16, 19] share the same "provably good behaviour".
HIGHLY REDUNDANT INCOHERENT DICTIONARIES
So far we have mentioned a series of conditions that ensure the good behaviour of a variety of approximation or sparse decomposition algorithms. These conditions (Eqs. (10)- (14) and (23)) are generally not straightforward to check on a given representation . Using the coherence of or its so-called Babel function, several estimates that can actually be checked have been proposed [7, 16, 17, 19] , one of which is given by Lemma 2.4. In this section we focuss on sufficient conditions for exact recovery based on the coherence, and we show that there exists highly redundant incoherent dictionaries where the exact recovery conditions are easily met.
Exact recovery conditions for unions of bases
The first condition given in Lemma 2.4 was a lower bound on the spread 
Existence of highly redundant incoherent dictionaries
In finite dimension AE, as soon as the dictionary contains an orthonormal basis, it is not difficult to check that the value of the coherence Å is at least ½ Ô AE. Thus, a dictionary which contains an orthonormal basis is said to be (perfectly) incoherent if its coherence is minimum Å ½ The Dirac-Fourier dictionary was indeed the first for which exact recovery conditions were proved [12] . Other examples of pairs of incoherent bases can be built, e.g., based on the Haar and the Walsh systems on Ä ¾´¼ ½µ (see [33, 34] ). Let us see that it is actually possible to have unions of several orthonormal bases that are incoherent. The proof of Theorem 5.3 can be found in [35, 36] . [36] and [16] where some other constructions are proposed.
CONCLUSION
We have discussed several issues related with nonlinear approximation and sparse decompositions with redundant dictionaries. We have proved that, under some general conditions, the "sparsest" representation of an element is unique and does not depend on the choice of the sparseness measure , ¼ ½. These results complete a series of recent advances which show that Basis Pursuit is a provably good strategy for sparse decomposition of signals over redundant dictionaries.
We have reviewed and made connections between different "exact recovery conditions" that turn out to ensure simultaneously the good behaviour of Basis Pursuit and Matching Pursuit (and variants thereof). Because these general conditions are not always straightforward to check, we have provided easily verifiable conditions based on the coherence of a dictionary. Besides general dictionaries, we have given specific results for unions of several orthonormal bases.
Besides the now classical pairs of mutually incoherent bases such as the Dirac-Fourier bases, we have shown that there exists highly redundant incoherent dictionaries built by taking the union of several mutually incoherent bases. A key question, back to applied signal/image processing, is whether and how one can build "useful" and "meaningful" families of incoherent bases, and in particular whether it is possible to do it incrementally. We are currently investigating such matters. Besides algebraic construction methods [35, 36] , we believe a promising direction consists in "learning" the bases from training datasets [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] .
Let us conclude this paper by mentioning that for incoherent dictionaries, a Bernstein inequality can be proved [33] .
Instead of Eq. (18) of elements Ð ¾ «´ Ð µ, which can individually be approximated at the same good rate. In a sense, taking unions of incoherent bases would double the approximation power for some elements. The negative aspect of the conjecture is that thresholding approximation algorithms as well as Matching Pursuits will probably have a limited ability to approximate such elements, and other strategies will have to be investigated to get effectively computable good approximants. It may very well be that these elements for which the approximation gain is potentially substantial are those where the NP-hardness [9] of Ñ-term approximation eventually shows up.
